TankTalk

®

ANTICIPATE. ACT. PROTECT.

TankTalk® brings the future of rainwater storage management forward.
Now you can track rainwater tank levels remotely, in near-real time, and
create capacity safely ahead of rain events – all without leaving your
desk.
The result? Less pressure on water assets. The potential to reduce
stormwater damage. And intelligent flood mitigation.

Track and anticipate

Take action

TankTalk® gives you visibility over storage
tank levels through a small, in-tank device
that’s connected to a OneBox® controller,
and coupled with easy-to-use desktop and
mobile apps.

Armed with the right information, you can
choose when to release water and create
capacity in individual tanks.

Connect to rainfall forecast data and have
tanks automatically drain ahead of rainfall
events. Or create your own set points for
the controlled release of water to build
capacity.

You can change the set points for each tank
effortlessly, and even control the release of
water manually from your phone or tablet
as the tank drains. And rest assured that
5 days’ worth of water is always retained
in the tank, so end users are never caught
short.
TankTalk®’s specialised controllers and
valves regulate tank drainage to make it
simple and safe.

Protect your assets, and the environment.

Effortlessly preempt
potentially damaging
overflows, runoff and
flooding.

Create storage
capacity remotely,
from desktop and
mobile apps.

Make better decisions
with ongoing rainfall,
tank level and drain
volume tracking.

TankTalk® is
set to reduce
stormwater
runoff by 25 per
cent at Aquarevo,
a sustainable
suburban
development in
Melbourne’s
south east.

Protect assets and
environments
With TankTalk®, you can balance storage
and usage needs, and mitigate the potential
for damage to infrastructure, creeks and
rivers.
Now you can reduce peak flows in typical
rainfall scenarios, and relieve pressure on
downstream infrastructure, potentially
extending the life of network assets.
You can also mitigate the impacts of
runoff and stormwater flooding in local
environments, and the potential need for
remedial works in the communities you
serve.

The sky’s the limit
As rainfall patterns change and extreme
weather becomes more common,
organisations’ ability to control rainwater
storage and build capacity becomes
increasingly important.
TankTalk® heralds a unique, future-focused
approach to rainwater storage. Why wait
to optimise this scarce resource safely and
intelligently in the communities you serve?
TankTalk® makes it possible today.

Who are we?
Iota is your smart water and wastewater partner.
We’re owned by South East Water, an Australian water utility. We develop and commercialise
innovations proven within the South East Water network, so the social and economic benefits
can be shared with industry.

For more information,
email us at info@iota.net.au
or visit iota.net.au

